A retraction from a structure P to its substructure Q is a homomorphism from P onto Q that is the identity on Q. We present an algebraic condition which completely characterises all posets and all reflexive graphs Q with the following property: the class of all posets or reflexive graphs, respectively, that admit a retraction onto Q is first-order definable.
Introduction
Let be a vocabulary that may contain only relation and constant symbols. Throughout the paper we use the same boldface and slanted capital letters to denote a structure and its universe, respectively. Recall that a homomorphism from a -structure P to a -structure Q is a mapping from È to É such that, for any relation symbol Ê in , we have ´Üµ ¾ Ê Q whenever Ü ¾ Ê P , and, for any constant symbol ¾ , we have ´ P µ Q . If, in addition, Q is a substructure of P and fixes every element of É then is said to be a retraction.
Homomorphism and retraction problems have been an object of intensive study in combinatorics, logic, and computer science. The homomorphism problem for a fixed -structure Q (denoted À Ó ÑQµ) is whether a givenstructure P admits a homomorphism to Q. The retraction problem for Q (denoted Ê Ø´Qµ) is defined similarly. The homomorphism and retraction problems are equivalent to constraint satisfaction problems that are much studied in computer science (and, in particular, in finite model theory) and artificial intelligence (see, e.g., [6, 8, 15, 17] ).
Note that À Ó ÑQµ and Ê Ø´Qµ can be viewed as classes of structures that admit a homomorphism or retraction, respectively, to Q. Hence one can try to describe these classes (or their complements À Ó ÑQµ and Ê Ø´Qµ) in various logics (see, e.g., [9, 10, 15, 24] ). In this paper, we will describe the complements because they are homomorphism-closed and it is perhaps more customary to consider homomorphism-closed classes (see, e.g., [15, 16] ). If Q is a structure over the relational vocabulary , and plexity (that is, for any logic Ä, they are definable or not definable in Ä simultaneously).
In this paper we will consider two important special cases of problems Ê Ø´Qµ and À Ó Ñ ´Qµ: those where consists of a single binary relation symbol and Q is either a poset or a reflexive (undirected) graph. (Note that À Ó ÑQµ for such structures is trivial). Retractions play an important role in the structure theory of graphs and orders [12, 19, 20] . The computational complexity of these problems has been extensively studied [14, 15, 18, 25, 29, 33] in an attempt to distinguish tractable cases from NP-complete ones. However, this seems to be a very difficult problem in general because it is known [14, 15] that every constraint satisfaction problem can be encoded as Ê Ø´Qµ for a suitable poset or for a suitable reflexive graph Q, and general constraint satisfaction problems are known to be very difficult to classify. Here we will study the descriptive complexity of these problems: classify problems Ê Ø´Qµ and À Ó Ñ ´Qµ (for all possible Q) with respect to definability in a given logic Ä. More specifically, we take Ä to be the most studied logic Ç(first-order logic), and we give a complete classification for this case. Note that our results are similar in spirit to the classification of Fixed Subgraph Homeomorphism problems for directed graphs with respect to definability in logical program language Datalog( ) and in the infinitary logic Ä ½ ´ µ [22, 23] . One well-known open problem in finite model theory is whether every FO-definable homomorphism-closed class of (finite) structures can be defined in existential positive FO (see, e.g., [2, 16] ). We show that all FO-definable classes of posets and graphs identified in this paper do have this property.
Our proofs are based on algebraic and combinatorial characterisations of certain graphs and posets [26, 27, 28] and on the Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé method for proving inexpressibilty in FO [13, 22] . An Ò-ary operation on a relational structure Q is said to be a polymorphism of Q if it is a homomorphism from the Cartesian power Q Ò to Q. For posets and graphs, this means that if ¾ É Ò are such that´ µ ¾ for all (where is the relation in Q) then we also have´ ´ µ ´ µµ ¾ . If is a polymorphism of a poset then is also said to be monotone on it. We now define operations that play a most important role in this pa-
per. An Ò-ary (Ò ¿) operation satisfying the condition that, for any , ´Ü ½ Ü Ò µ whenever at least Ò ½ of the Ü 's are equal to is called a near-unanimity (NU) operation. It is known that, for relational structures with a NU polymorphism, the problem À Ó ÑQµ can be solved in polynomial time [15, 21] . For the sake of brevity, we shall call posets or graphs with a NU polymorphism NU-posets and NU-graphs. Along with connectedness, this will be the property responsible for FO-definability (see Theorems 3.1 and 4.1). It was shown in [26, 27, 28] that for connected posets and reflexive graphs, this property is equivalent on the one hand to the finiteness of obstructions for À Ó Ñ ´Qµ, which we use to prove FO-definability, and on the other hand to connectedness of certain substructures in powers of Q, which we use together with the Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé method to show that the NU property is also a necessary condition for FO-definability.
The NU property has attracted much attention in algebra and combinatorics (see, e.g., [5, 11, 21, 26, 28, 27, 34] ). However, despite considerable efforts, no description of NU-graphs or NU-posets in terms of their inner structure (without using algebra or logic) is obtained. Examples of reflexive NU-graphs include all chordal reflexive graphs while no reflexive cycle of length at least 4 has a NU polymorphism [5] . A poset is called a lattice if every pair of its elements has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. Lattices are the simplest examples of NUposets. Examples of posets without NU polymorphisms are non-dismantlable posets, including all posets in which every non-minimal element covers at least two elements, and every non-maximal element is covered by at least two elements (e.g., crowns in Fig. 2 ) [28] . Note that it is not possible to bound the arity of NU polymorphisms to define NU-graphs or NU-posets, since by results of [5, 11] , for every Ò ¿, there is a NU-poset and a reflexive NU-graph having no NU polymorphisms of arity less than Ò. On the positive note, NU-graphs and NU-posets can be recognized in polynomial time (in the size of the structure) [26, 27] . Some proofs are omitted due to space restrictions. A full version can be downloaded from http://cicma.mathstat.concordia.ca/facul ty/larose/FOfull.ps.gz The structure É will also be interpreted both as astructure and a -structure, where É is , É is Õ and Ê É is Õ for all ½ . It will always be clear from the context which vocabulary is assumed. Similarly, any -structure È can be viewed as a -structure with Ê È È .
Preliminaries
As mentioned above, we consider the following two cases for É: (A) É is a graph, which we assume to be reflexive (i.e. with all loops) and symmetric (i.e. undirected) or (B) É is a poset, i.e. where is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive.
A -structure È is said to contain É if the constants interpret in È as a substructure isomorphic to É under the map È Õ .
Our results will rely on the following concept of obstruction (also called zig-zag in the case of posets) introduced in [34] . We define a partial ordering on -structures as follows: we write that À À
An obstruction for the graph (resp. poset) É is astructure À where À is a graph (resp. poset) such that (1) there is no homomorphism (of -structures) from À to É, (2) À is minimal with respect to property (1) (in the ordering ) and (3) the unary relations in À are pairwise disjoint. It is clear that for any -structure È which is a graph or poset, there is no homomorphism from È to É if and only if some unary relations of P intersect or À È for some obstruction À for É or .
We shall also need the following notion from universal algebra: let É be a graph (resp. poset) and let Ò ½: É where AE É runs through all edge-preserving (resp. monotone) maps whose restriction to ¼ is equal to . The name "idempotent subalgebra" comes from an equivalent algebraic description which goes as follows. Another equivalent defintion for idempotent subalgebras is that they are exactly those subsets of É Ò , Ò ½, which can be defined by primitive positive first-order formulas (with Ò free variables) in É (as a -structure). Equivalence of the last two definitions follows from Theorems 1.2.3 and 2.1.3 in [32] , while equivalence of the first and the third definitions is rather straightforward.
Recall that a poset is called connected if its comparability graph is connected. The following result was proved in [26, 28] for posets and in [27] for graphs. We also need the following: if È is a -or -structure, let È denote its symmetric, reflexive closure, i.e. the similar structure on the same universe such that´Ü Üµ ¾ È for all Ü ¾ È and´Ü Ýµ ¾ È whenever´Ü Ýµ ¾ È oŕ Ý Ü µ ¾ È . The following is immediate: there is a homomorphism from È to the graph É if and only if there is a homomorphism from È to É; and if there is a homomorphism from È to È ¼ then there is one from È to È ¼ . Finally, we define for each -structure a sentence in the language of which will encode the given structure, see [7] and [10] : let À be a -structure and let À Denote by Ì À the -sentence
where the first conjunction is taken over all pairś ¼ µ ¾ À and the second over all ¾ Ê À and all ½ . When the structure has the property that its unary relations are pairwise disjoint and each contain at most one element, we can define a sentence in the language of which will encode the given structure: let À be such a -structure. Denote by Ë À the -sentence
where the conjunction is taken over all pairs´
The first statement in the next lemma is a special case of a result in [7] . Both proofs are staightforward. 
Graph retraction problems in FO
In this section É is a graph. Recall that by a graph we always mean a reflexive graph. Let Ê Ø´Éµ denote the class of all -structures that contain É but do not retract onto É. Let À Ó Ñ ´Éµ denote the class of all -structures that do not admit a -homomorphism to É.
Our main result for graphs is the following: Note that the last statement of the theorem can also be obtained by combining the first part of the theorem with the following results: the complement of a homomorphism (or retraction) for a structure Q with a NU polymorphism can be defined in Datalog [15] and
We shall require the following notion from finite model theory (see [13] For the converse, suppose that there is no retraction of È onto É, i.e. there is no -homomorphism from È to É; then there is no -homomorphism either, and so there is no -homomorphism from È to É. Now proceed exactly as in the proof of (2): there exists an obstruction À of É such that À È; and simply notice that, since È is astructure, the -structure produced as above will have at most one element in each unary relation.
Poset retraction problems in Ç
In this section É is a poset. Let È Ó Ê ǾÉµ denote the class of all posets that contain É that do not retract onto É. The problem È Ó Ê ǾQµ has been studied in connection with type reconstruction [3, 30] and constraint satisfaction [15, 25] , and is a natural choice for a restriction of Ê Ø´Qµ.
Our main result for posets is the following: 
the class È Ó À Ó Ñ ´Éµ is FO-definable;
3. É is a connected NU-poset.
Moreover, if any of these conditions holds then both of the above classes can be defined by a first-order formula that contains neither negation nor universal quantification.
Similarly to Theorem 3.1, the last statement of the theorem can also be obtained by combining the first part of the theorem with results of [15] and [1] .
The proof of the result is similar to the graph case, with two notable differences: first, the glueing construction we use in the poset case is more involved than in the case of graphs, because we must guarantee that the resulting structure is transitive. On the other hand, it has been shown in [26] that if a connected poset É admits no NU polymorphism then it has a disconnected idempotent subalgebra, so we do not need to consider higher powers of É (this result is not valid for graphs, see [27] ). The rest of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is quite similar to that of Theorem 3.1 (and is in fact slightly simpler because there is no need to consider symmetric reflexive closures of relations). The main technical result used in the proof is the following proposition, proven in Section 6. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2
We shall begin with a general construction akin to the well-known attaching construction in topology (see, e.g., Definition 13.13 in [4] ). Let Ì and É be graphs, let Ì be a subgraph of Ì and let É be edge-preserving.
We construct a new graph Ì obtained by glueing Ì and É, identifying elements of with their corresponding images in É. More formally, let Ã denote the disjoint union of the graphs Ì and É, and define a partial function is nonempty.
We shall now construct graphs S and Ì starting from the above graphs. We shall take Ò disjoint copies of the cycle C Ð (respectively the union of cycles C Ô ¡ C Ô ) and we glue Ð copies of Y in the following manner (see Fig. 1 ): the element Ý of the -th copy of Y is identified to the element of the -th cycle (respectively the -th union of cycles
Ò . Let (resp. ) be the partial map from Í to (respectively to ) that sendś Ý Þ µ to´ Þµ; then S is the graph U , and Ì is the graph U . 
Proof of Ñ-isomorphism
To finish the proof of Proposition 3.2 we will show that Ì and S are the desired graphs P and P the domain of and we are done (we may certainly suppose that the sequence´ Á µ Ñ is decreasing.) So now assume that does not meet É, so ´Ý Þµ where´Ý Þµ is not in the domain of , which means that Þ is not in the domain of . By the back and forth property of the sequencé Á µ Ñ we can find ¾ Á such that Þ is in its domain and is an extension of . But then it is clear that´Ý Þµ is in the domain of ¾ Á and that is an extension of .
Proof of Proposition 4.2
All the proofs in this section are omitted due to space restrictions. The interested reader can find them in the full version of the paper.
A construction
Let Ì and É be posets, let 
The construction of the posets
Let É be a poset which is either disconnected or does not admit an NU polymorphism. By Theorem 2.1 there exists an idempotent subalgebra of some power É Ò which is not connected (if É is disconnected take É). In fact, by a result of [26] We claim that we may choose´ Ý ¼ µ with the following properties:
Indeed, the first condition follows from the fact that Ü and Ü ¼ are both in and are incomparable. For the second statement: clearly is monotone on its domain (since in nonempty) so if (ii) does not hold then we have ´Ýµ ´Ý ¼ µ Õ for some Ý Ý ¼ in ¼ and some Õ ¾ É.
Obviously we may assume in that case that ´Ùµ Õ for all Ý Ù Ý ¼ . It is easy to see that one may 'fuse' all these elements into one to obtain a new triple´Y ½ Ý ¼ ½ µ with the same properties as before, namely that is the set of all AE´Ý ¼ µ, where AE ranges over the set of all monotone extensions of ½ (simply define a partial map « from to the one-element poset with domain Ù Ý Ù Ý ¼ and use the construction of section 6.1).
Let Ô be an even integer and Ð ¾Ô. Let C Ð denote the crown on Ð elements, that is, the poset on the set We shall assume that the underlying set of vertices of this poset is the same as that of C Ð , where ¼ Ô ½ will be one copy of C Ô and Ô ¾Ô ½ the other (see Figure 2) . We now view the above as coloured posets, i.e. structures with one binary relation (their ordering) and two constants, namely ¼ and Ô. We claim that these structures are Ñ-isomorphic. We shall now construct posets S and Ì starting from the above posets. We glue copies of Y (at Ý ¼ ) to every element of the crown and the union of crowns. More precisely, let U be the disjoint union of Ð copies of Y, say ¢ Þ for Þ ¾ ¼ Ð ½ . Let (resp. ) be the partial map from
then S is the poset U , and Ì is the poset U .
Define partial maps and from Ë and Ì, respectively, to É, as follows: Proof. Follows from Facts 6.3, 6.5 and 6.6.
We require one last auxiliary result before prove the posets S and Ì are Ñ-isomorphic. We show that the blocks of the equivalence relation involved in the construction of the posets S and Ì have a simple structure: the only blocks with more than one element are those that contain an element in the domain of ( ). 
Conclusion
We have completely characterised posets and reflexive graphs for which poset retraction and graph retraction problems, respectively, are definable in first-order logic. We believe that this line of research can be successfully continued by considering other logics and other classes of structures. The key to our results is Theorem 2.1 relating finiteness of obstructions and certain connectedness properties, which in the case of posets and reflexive graphs happens to be captured by NU polymorphisms. To make further progress in classifying homomorphism and retraction problems in FO, it seems necessary to obtain more information about how the two above properties are linked for more general structures. Results of [31] provide some insight into this.
It is unlikely that NU polymorphisms will play the same role for all structures, as the following example shows: the two-element complete irreflexive graph (a single edge) admits a ternary NU polymorphism (the majority operation), but the corresponding retraction problem is essentially the graph 2-colorability problem, and hence is not in FO (see Proposition 3.29 in [22] ). However, it is another interesting question for future research: for which structures does the NU property (together with an appropriate form of connectedness) capture FO-definability of retraction/homomorphism problems?
